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Vision & Purpose
NOCN Group’s vision and purpose articulates our ‘reason for being’ and should be kept in mind in all we do across all sub-brands, including in
our communication with external audiences. Everything we do should be working towards our vision and delivering our purpose in some form.

Our vision is to be a learning and development organisation of choice, helping learners to reach
their potential and organisations to thrive.
NOCN Group shares a joint purpose to offer learners, training providers, employers and communities in the UK and internationally a flexible,
fully integrated range of quality learning and development products and services that:

•
•
•

‘Create opportunities’ for all by helping people from all walks of life achieve their personal and professional goals;
Increase economic productivity and social mobility by boosting skills;
Are at the forefront of all the latest in skills development.

Values
NOCN Group’s values are what we stand for and what makes us unique as an organisation. These values are shared by everyone within the
organisation as well as our key audiences and stakeholders. They are what inspires and unites us in a common set of standards and drive the
way we work to help us achieve our mission/purpose.
They are:
• Recognition:
• Needs-based:
• Collaboration:
• Innovation:
• Openness:
• Inclusivity:

We believe that individuals should be recognised for their achievements, whatever their circumstances.
We put the needs of learners, training providers and employers at the heart of what we do.
We enjoy working with partner organisations and build strong long-term relationships.
We strive for innovative and effective solutions.
We are open, straightforward, flexible, and responsive.
We are committed to the FREDIE principles, set out by the National Centre for Diversity Fairness, Respect, Equality, Diversity, Inclusive, Engagement
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Brand Architecture

NOCN Group’s sub-companies (NOCN, NOCN India Skills Foundation
and One Awards) and sub-brands (Cskills and NOCN CYMRU) each
has its own individual logo and branding.
To clarify the distinction:
• A sub company is a separate Ltd company in its own right
• A sub brand is a brand that has been acquired by NOCN but its
original branding is retained
Sub-branding has been retained because it is recognisable to existing
audiences. However, these logos should no longer be used in isolation
without visually representing the affiliation with NOCN Group. This will
help to strengthen both the sub-brands and the Group’s brand and
avoid any confusion or dilution for target audiences.
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Logos

NOCN Group
Should always be seen
as the ‘parent brand’
which the sub-brands
or sub-companies sit
under:

NOCN
Should use its new
round logo at all times
the ‘Part of NOCN
Group’ strapline.

One Awards
Should only use this
version of its logo with the
‘Part of NOCN Group’
strapline and not use its
own logo in isolation

NOCN India Skills
Foundation
Should only use the
version of its logo with
‘Part of NOCN Group’
strapline.

NOCN Cskills Awards
Should use version of its
logo with ‘Part of NOCN’
strapline.
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Logos
In the examples below the straplines have been removed to provide a clean, simple design when sub-company and sub-brand
logos are used together.

Any communications or branding (for example an exhibition
stand at an industry conference) should show the NOCN
roundel If this includes individual sub-company and subbrand logos then these can be shown without any straplines
underneath.

For all regulatory matters, the NOCN logo must be used (as the official
Ofqual-regulated Awarding Organisation), therefore the 'Approved Centre'
logo must use the NOCN logo NOT Cskills Awards.

The ‘Qualified’ logo uses both the NOCN logo and Cskills Awards logo.
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Colours
All NOCN Group colours must be reproduced using
one of the following methods:

Pantone colours
This method is an internationally recognised printing
colour language providing an accurate method for the
reproduction and control of colour. In a situation where
only two colours or a single colour is being used, then
the exact Pantone reference numbers must be used.

Four colour process
This is the method where the corporate colours are
made up by using the international four way colour
system, Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black, more
commonly known as CMYK. This colourway is mainly
used when printing communication documents that
contain photography with other colour graphics and is
the best way of achieving a balance between the
many colours within the document, It is also a more
economical option of achieving a full colour document,
without the extra expenditure on special colours.

RGB
This is the colourway used within electronic media,
such as the internet, PowerPoint presentations and
other computer communications.
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Primary Colours
NOCN
BLUE

NOCN
LIGHT BLUE

PANTONE 7463

PANTONE 285

C100 M62 Y12 K62

C90 M48 Y0 K0

R0 G43 B81

R0 G118 B190

Secondary Colours
There are three colours in our secondary colour palette - NOCN Turquoise, NOCN Orange and NOCN Yellow. These colours have been chosen to
compliment our primary colours and can be featured throughout all NOCN communications. Keep layouts simple by using one secondary colour per
layout, unless producing charts, where several colours can be useful.
The NOCN Group logos must only be used in their original colours, as supplied and specified throughout these guidelines. They must never be
recreated or modified.
When reproducing any of the primary or secondary colours through four colour process, always use the CMYK values listed in
these guidelines, rather than the default colour breakdown that your software suggests.

NOCN
TURQUOISE

NOCN
ORANGE

NOCN
YELLOW

PANTONE 320

PANTONE 152

PANTONE 7406

C100 M0 Y30 K2

C0 M62 Y100 K0

C0 M17 Y100 K0

R0 G167 B184

R245 G126 B32

R255 G208 B0
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NOCN logo positioned on white

White-out NOCN logo positioned on NOCN Turquoise

White-out NOCN logo positioned on NOCN Blue

White-out NOCN logo positioned on NOCN Orange

All NOCN Group logos allow us to project an
instantly recognisable presence wherever they
are displayed.
Always reproduce the logos from the original four
colour process artwork supplied.
Predominantly, the logos should be positioned
on either a white background or the white-out
versions should be positioned on an NOCN Blue
background.
NOCN logo positioned on NOCN Yellow

If required, logos can be positioned on one of
NOCN’s secondary colour palette backgrounds
(NOCN Turquoise, Orange or Yellow), as
example.
Only ever position the logos over a photograph
if you can ensure good legibility. A subtle drop
shadow may be used over a photograph if
necessary.

White-out NOCN logo positioned on NOCN Turquoise
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X

Don’t position the logos within a keyline

X

Don’t stretch or distort the logos

PART OF NOCN GROUP

X

Don’t
position
the
logos
within aonframe
or Turquoise
any other shape
White-out
NOCN
logo
positioned
NOCN

X

Don’t recreate the strap lines

Don'ts
The logos have been
specially created and
should not be recreated
or modified in any way.
Here are a few examples of how the
NOCN Group logos must never be
displayed.
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Exclusion Zone
An exclusion zone has been created around all of the
NOCN Group logos. No other visual matter such as other
logos, text or pictures should encroach upon this area.
In order for the logos to maintain their strength and clarity
they should always remain uncluttered.
The minimum exclusion zone is indicated below in red as
an example.
The area is created by double the width
of the NOCN outer light blue circle.
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Minimum Size
The recommended minimum size of the NOCN Group
logos is given for legibility and recognition.

20 mm
Minimum size

40 mm
A5 & A4 recommended size

60 mm
A3 recommended size

80 mm
A2 recommended size
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NOCN Centre Marketing Portal
Visit our dedicated online portal to download all your NOCN Group marketing collateral.
https://www.nocn.org.uk/centre-marketing-portal
Download the following items:
• NOCN ‘Approved’ Centre logo
• NOCN ‘Qualified by logo
• NOCN Cskills Awards joint branded logo for marketing artwork

All are available in JPEG, PNG and EPS file formats

Order the following marketing collateral:
• NOCN and NOCN_Cskills Awards ‘Approved’ Centre Foamex boards £XX (size)
• NOCN and NOCN_Cskills Awards ‘Approved’ Centre frosted sign and mounting kit £XX (size)
• NOCN_Cskills Awards ‘Qualified by’ van vinyl stickers £XX (size)
Please contact marketing@nocn.org.uk if you have any special requests or require further
assistance when using the NOCN Group, sub-companies or sub-brand logos.
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